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Abstract—Anisotropic Magneto-Resistive (AMR) sensors are popular in sensitive applications, especially in planar on-chip integrated form which implies the presence of several on-chip capacitive and inductive parasitic elements. However, there is a lack of equivalent circuit models capturing these parasitics and allowing the modeling of sensors’ behavior at higher frequencies or in stability-sensitive closed-loop operation. This work fills this gap in the literature by introducing a high-frequency equivalent circuit model, for planar on-chip AMR sensors with integrated offset and Set/Reset coils, capturing the main capacitive and inductive parasitic elements. A general methodology for estimating the values of the parasitic elements via a set of measurements is presented and it is applied to a particular commercial AMR sensor. Using the introduced circuit model, the transfer function from the offset coil voltage to the output voltage of the sensor, via the parasitic capacitive coupling path, is derived. The transfer function from the S/R coil voltage to the offset coil voltage is also derived. Both are used to create a system-level model of the AMR sensor which can be used in system-level analysis to help the designer predict and optimize the open or the closed-loop sensor circuit system behavior. The introduced high-frequency equivalent circuit model and the two related transfer functions have been verified experimentally using the component values derived from the examined commercial AMR sensor.

Index Terms—Magnetic devices, magnetic sensors, magnetoresistance, anisotropic magnetoresistance, AMR, parameter estimation, model checking.

I. INTRODUCTION

O

VER the past decades magnetic sensors have emerged as the preferred choice in many sensor systems due to their high accuracy, reliability and mechanical robustness [1]–[4]. The absence of moving parts enhances their reliability allowing them to operate even under extreme environmental conditions.

Magnetic sensors have a plethora of applications. They are considered a key component of Inertial Measurement Units (IMU) used in navigation systems. Magnetic sensors are also commonly used in the industry for Magnetic Anomaly Detection (MAD), current measurement, detection of rotor position and speed, etc. Consumer applications include, but are not limited to, printers, scanners, cameras, smartphones, computers, electronic compasses, etc. [5], [6]–[13], [14].

There are several types and categories of magnetic sensors on the basis of their sensing principle and manufacturing processes, both of which relate to important parameters, such as manufacturing costs, operating temperatures, frequency response, measurement range and most importantly the obtained resolution and uncertainty [1], [3], [4], [6], [15]–[17]. Some magnetic sensors exhibit a linear response, while others exhibit a non-linear one and hysteresis effects. Also, high accuracy measurements typically come at the cost of slow response. The selection of a sensor depends on the particular application and the main features required, e.g., [1]–[4], [6], [10], and [15]–[19].

Anisotropic Magneto Resistive (AMR) sensors offer an excellent balance between high resolution, high-frequency response, and moderate cost [1]–[3], [16]. Modern integration technologies make their fabrication possible in planar structures, enabling mass production and miniaturization. Unlike magnetic sensors based on the Giant Magnetoresistance, the Giant Magneto-Impedance and the Flux-Gate effects, the AMR based ones feature a more linear behavior in an open-loop configuration [1]–[3], [6], [16], [20].

AMR sensors are typically formed of four anisotropic magnetoresistors in a Wheatstone bridge configuration. Since the magnetoresistance has an even function behavior with respect to the magnetic field, as shown in Fig. 1a, a single magnetoresistor cannot differentiate between positive and negative values of the field [1]–[4], [6], [7], [16]. To overcome this constraint,
the four magnetoresistors of the bridge are split into segments which are positioned in opposite 45° angles as illustrated in Fig. 1b [1]–[5].

Fig. 1. (a) Magneto-Resistance variation with respect to the angle of the magnetic domains. \( H_x \) is the easy magnetic axis and \( H_y \) is the sensitivity axis. (b) Anisotropic Magneto-Resistor (AMR) element sensor structure.

The sensing elements are manufactured using a thin-film Ni-Fe permalloy and are deposited on a wafer with typical thickness of 10-100 nm [6], [15], [16]. To achieve a reasonable total Ohmic resistance, in the order of kΩ, several segments are connected in series [1]–[5]. Note that the total resistance should be relatively large, to bias the bridge with a small current, e.g. mA, but at the same time it should be relatively small to result in large bandwidth (small RC product) when the sensor’s output is connected to a voltage amplifier. The total size of the bridge is in the order of 1mm, i.e. relative larger than Hall sensors and significantly smaller than traditional Flux-Gate ones.

Despite the advantages mentioned above, AMR sensors still suffer from certain deficiencies, such as: DC offset, magnetic hysteresis, cross-axis effects, required periodic re-polarization of the permalloy film magnetic domains and degradation of linear response when operating outside of a certain range of the magnetic field [2], [15], [16], [21]–[23]. Therefore there is room for considerable improvement [4], [16], [23]–[29].

Some of the aforementioned issues can be partially addressed by introducing a Set/Reset coil (strap) and an offset coil (strap) [1]–[4], [6], [9], [15], [16], [21], [30]. The offset coil can be used for closed-loop feedback and offset cancelling [1]–[4], [6], [9], [15], [16], [21], [30], while the Set/Reset (S/R) coil (strap) can be used for the re-polarization of the magnetic domain. Such a configuration is illustrated in Fig. 2a where the two coils and the sensing element of the AMR sensor are shown. The coils are supposed to be mutually inductively decoupled, with the offset coil be coupled to the hard-magnetic axis (sensitive axis) and the S/R coil be coupled to the easy-magnetic axis. Re-polarization is the main technique used to reduce the sensor’s gain degradation, due to demagnetization, and potentially minimize sensor’s offset [1]–[4], [6], [15], [16], [21], [23].

AMR sensors are widely used and several behavioral models of them exist in the literature [1]–[32]. However, to the best of our knowledge, all of the proposed models account only for the DC behavior of the sensors, even though, there are applications where AMR sensors are used in MHz-range frequencies, e.g. [31], [32]. Furthermore, in closed-loop architectures (using the feedback coil) one must account for the loop phase and amplitude at frequencies much higher than the closed-loop bandwidth of the sensor, to ensure stability. Thus, in such cases, a broadband (DC to high frequency) behavioral model of the sensor is mandatory.

In this work, the broadband behavior of the popular commercial AMR sensor HMC100X is investigated in detail. The HMC100X sensor is integrated, has an open-loop bandwidth of 5 MHz [21] and a planar structure shown in Fig. 2. It includes an offset and a Set/Reset coil which are packed tightly with the AMR sensing elements. These result in the presence of on-chip capacitive and inductive parasitic couplings which directly impact the high(er) frequency behavior of the complete sensor (chip) even at sub-MHz frequencies, as it is shown in Section III-B. The knowledge of the sensor’s parasitics helps in the optimization of open-loop architectures and enables the design of high-performance closed-loop architectures, operating in higher frequencies.

The contributions of this work are the followings: 1) A high-frequency equivalent circuit model of the AMR sensor is introduced, 2) A methodology for the experimental estimation of the parasitic capacitances and the self and mutual inductances of the model is presented. The effects of these parasitic elements on the sensor’s performance are examined. 3) The model is benchmarked in a series of experiments.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the proposed high-frequency equivalent circuit model of the AMR sensor is introduced. In Section III the parasitic capacitances of the model are estimated and verified. Additionally, the transfer function of the AMR sensor with its parasitic capacitances is introduced. Section IV presents the derivation of the self and mutual inductances of the model. Section V introduces a simplified but complete system-level diagram of the AMR sensor based on the transfer function derived in Section III. Finally, Section VI summarizes this research findings and concludes the paper.

II. HIGH-FREQUENCY SENSOR MODEL

The high-frequency model introduced here focuses on the parasitic capacitances and inductances of the sensor, namely: i) the capacitances between the offset coil and the bridge, ii) the capacitances between the offset and the S/R coils, and, iii) the magnetic coupling between the offset and the S/R coils.

The parasitic capacitances between the S/R coil and the bridge are negligible and can be ignored. This is because the bridge is placed at the top, the S/R coil is placed at the bottom and the offset coil is between them providing an electric field isolation, as shown in Fig. 2.
The above covers all pair-wise parasitic elements between the bridge and the offset and S/R coils. The parasitic capacitances between them and the substrate or the package are considered less important.

Furthermore, it is assumed that the sensor in Fig. 2 operates in the linear region. This is typically the case when the sensor operates in a closed-loop configuration where the current of the offset coil is the feedback signal that ideally zeros the total magnetic field on the sensing elements.

Also, it is assumed that the sensor’s magnetic state has been set to maximum sensitivity before the measurements. To this end, a sequence of positive (Set) current pulses has passed through the S/R coil.

The proposed high-frequency circuit model of the AMR sensor is shown in Fig. 3, where:

i) $C_{PP}, C_{PN}, C_{NP}, C_{NN}$: are the lumped approximations of the distributed parasitic capacitances between the offset coil and the sensing elements.

ii) $C_{LPP}, C_{LPN}, C_{LNP}, C_{LNN}$: are the lumped approximations of the distributed parasitic capacitances between the offset and the S/R coils.

iii) The magnetic coupling between the offset and the S/R coils is captured by the transformer symbol, with core, due to the sensor’s ferromagnetic material.

The sensing elements $R_1, R_2, R_3, R_4$ form a Wheatstone bridge. Resistors $R_1$ and $R_4$ vary with the magnetic field strength simultaneously and oppositely to $R_2$ and $R_3$.

In general the electrical resistance of a sensing element can be modeled as $R_0 + \Delta R \cdot \cos^2 (\theta)$, where $R_0$ is insensitive to the magnetic field and $\theta$ is the rotation angle of the magnetic dipoles [1]-[3], [24]. In a weak magnetic field, the resistance of a sensing element with barber pole structure is approximately

$$R (H_y) = R_0 + \Delta R \cdot \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{H_y - M_y}{H_0} \right)^2 \right]. \quad (1)$$

Where $\Delta R$ is the sensitivity factor, $H_0$ is the characteristic magnetic field of the sensing element, $M_y$ is the magnetization of the sensing element when it is placed in a barber pole structure and $H_y$ is the magnetic field projected on the y axis of the element (perpendicular to the current bias), see Fig. 1. Equation (1) can be further simplified as

$$R (H_y) = R_0 + r \cdot H_y \quad (2)$$

where $r$ is the first-order coefficient of the Taylor series expansion of (1).

### III. Derivation of the Parasitic Capacitances

The values of the parasitic capacitances $C_{PP}, C_{PN}, C_{NP}$ and $C_{NN}$, between the sensing elements and the offset coil, are derived using four different circuit configurations of the sensor. They are also verified via an additional set of measurements.

In both cases the sensor is set to high sensitivity by passing a sequence of Set (positive) current pulses through the S/R coil, just before the measurements.

#### A. Capacitor Estimation

Assuming the high-frequency equivalent circuit model of the AMR sensor in Fig. 3, the capacitances $C_{PP}, C_{PN}, C_{NP}$ and $C_{NN}$ are estimated using the four different configurations of the model shown in Fig. 4. Here, the sensor’s terminals’ voltages $V_{BP}$ and $V_{BN}$ are grounded and $R_{0P} = R_1//R_2$, $R_{0N} = R_3//R_4$ represent the equivalent Thévenin resistances of the terminals, respectively.

In all cases, one side of the offset coil ($V_{offsetP}$ or $V_{offsetN}$) is grounded while the other one is driven by the sinusoidal signal $VAC$ of fixed amplitude and frequency ranging from 10kHz to 1MHz. Since the voltages at the nodes $V_{offsetP}$ and $V_{offsetN}$ are set, the parasitic capacitances $C_{LPP}, C_{LPN}, C_{LNP}$ and $C_{LNN}$, as well as the offset coil and its magnetic coupling to the S/R coil (Fig. 3) do not impact significantly the currents and voltages of the sensing elements $R_1$ to $R_4$ and are ignored in the schematic of Fig. 4. Finally, the amplitude of the sinusoidal voltage at $V_{outP}$ or $V_{outN}$ is measured using an oscilloscope in configurations a, b, c and d, in Fig. 4 respectively. The parasitic resistor $R_P$ and capacitor $C_P$ of the probe as well as the input impedance of the oscilloscope are taken into account.

Capacitances $C_{PP}, C_{PN}, C_{NP}$ and $C_{NN}$, are derived using only the magnitude of the transfer function $V_{outP}(s)/V_{AC}(s)$ measured at a number of frequency points $\omega_k$, $k = 1, 2, \ldots, N$. Consider the configuration in Fig. 4a for example which gives

$$V_{outP}(s) = \frac{sC_{PP}R_{0P}}{s (C_{PP} + C_{PN} + C_P) (R_{0P}//R_P) + 1} V_{AC}(s) \quad (3)$$

from which we get that

$$\left| \frac{V_{AC}(\omega_k)}{V_{outP}(\omega_k)} \right|^2 = A \cdot x_k + B \quad (4)$$

where we have set $x_k = 1/\omega_k^2$, $A = 1/(C_{PP}R_{0P})^2$ and $B = (C_{PP} + C_{PN} + C_P)^2 (R_{0P}//R_P)^2/(C_{PP}R_{0P})^2$. Since (4) is linear in $x_k$ we use least squares linear regression to estimate...
Since $R_{thP}$ is easy to measure directly (see Table I), the value of $CPP$ is derived using $A$ and $R_{thP}$. Finally, note that the unknown value of $CPN$ does not pose a problem in the estimation, since $CPP$ appears solely on the numerator of the transfer function.

The rest of the capacitances $CPN$, $CNP$ and $CNN$ are derived similarly based on the corresponding configuration (Fig. 4b-4d) and the general relationship:

$$V_{out}(s) = \frac{sC_X R_{thX}}{s(C_X + C_Y + C_P)(R_{thP}/R_P) + 1}V_{AC}(s)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)$$

where $C_X$ is the capacitor of interest, $C_Y$ is the other parasitic capacitance, $C_P$ is the probe capacitance and $R_{thX}$ is the Thévenin equivalent resistance of the bridge parallel to the probe’s resistance $R_P$.

The resistances of the sensing elements $R_1$, $R_2$, $R_3$ and $R_4$, measured with zero bias, are shown in Table I. The estimated values of the capacitances $CPP$, $CPN$, $CNP$ and $CNN$ are presented in Table II.

The measurements were conducted using a function generator to provide $V_{AC}$, a low-noise voltage preamplifier with impedance at the probe $RP=100\, \text{MΩ}$ in parallel with $CP=25\, \text{pF}$, and, a digital oscilloscope to measure the amplitude at the output of the preamplifier. Ambient temperature was maintained around 21°C ± 1°C.

It is worth mentioning that the Ohmic resistances of the sensing elements ($R_1$, $R_2$, $R_3$ and $R_4$) depend on the applied magnetic field. Therefore, the generated magnetic field, during the measurements, due to the current through the offset coil should remain small, e.g. less than 2mA. This constrains accordingly the amplitude of $V_{AC}$.

Finally, the sum of the capacitors $CLPP$, $CLPN$, $CLPN$ and $CLNN$ is measured directly using an RLC meter with a Kelvin sensing probe. The capacitors represent a lumped equivalent model of the distributed capacitances between the offset and the S/R coils. The geometrical structure of the integrated AMR sensor in Fig. 2b indicates that is should be approximately $CLPP \approx CLPN \approx CLNP \approx CLNN$.

### B. Capacitor Model Verification

To check the accuracy of the derived capacitor values, another test was performed based on a differential setup of the proposed equivalent circuit model in Fig. 3. The setup is shown in Fig. 5 in two variations, with and without bias of the bridge.

In both cases (Fig. 5a and 5b) a sinusoidal signal source, $V_{AC}$, of fixed amplitude and frequency ranging from 10kHz to 1MHz, is connected between $V_{offsetP}$ and $V_{offsetN}$, and, the resulting voltage difference between $V_{outP}$ and $V_{outN}$ is measured. Going from the model in Fig. 3 to the test cases in Fig. 5a and 5b, the parasitic capacitances $CLPP$, $CLPN$, $CLPN$ and $CLNN$ as well as the S/R coil are ignored since they do not impact the measurement significantly.

---

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resistor</th>
<th>Set Value</th>
<th>Reset Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R_1$</td>
<td>825Ω</td>
<td>823Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_2$</td>
<td>824Ω</td>
<td>824Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_3$</td>
<td>828Ω</td>
<td>825Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_4$</td>
<td>828Ω</td>
<td>826Ω</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capacitor</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$CPP$</td>
<td>27.5pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CPN$</td>
<td>9.8pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CNP$</td>
<td>10.3pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CNN$</td>
<td>25.7pF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Fig. 4. Measuring configurations for capacitance estimation: (a) for $CPP$, (b) for $CPN$, (c) for $CNP$, and (d) for $CNN$.

A and B. Since $R_{thP}$ is easy to measure directly (see Table I) the value of $CPP$ is derived using $A$ and $R_{thP}$. Finally, note that the unknown value of $CPN$ does not pose a problem in the estimation, since $CPP$ appears solely on the numerator of the transfer function.

The rest of the capacitances $CPN$, $CNP$ and $CNN$ are derived similarly based on the corresponding configuration (Fig. 4b-4d) and the general relationship:
Accurately predicting the output voltage $V_{out}$ in Fig. 5a, the bridge is unbiased and therefore the Ohmic resistances of the sensing elements are as in the schematics in Figs. 4a-d, given in Tables I and II. Accurately predicting the output voltage $V_{out} = V_{out N}$ with the derived capacitor values is the first step for validating our model and component value derivation process.

Since the bridge is not biased, the ambient magnetic field as well as that generated by the current of the offset coil do not impact the voltage difference $V_{out} - V_{out N}$ in the first order. This is because $R_{th P} = R_1/R_2$ and $R_{th N} = R_3/R_4$ ideally are not sensitive to the magnetic field in the first Taylor order. Recall that $R_1$ and $R_4$ increase or decrease with the magnetic field simultaneously and oppositely to $R_2$ and $R_3$, and all of them have the same nominal value. Diversions from this assumption as well as strong magnetic field (which appears as a 2nd order Taylor term in $R_{th P}$ and $R_{th N}$) can introduce a small signal modulation due to time-dependent $R_{th P}$ and $R_{th N}$, and therefore higher order harmonics at the output. To avoid this, $V_{AC}$ is small to ensure that $R_{th P}$, $R_{th N}$ vary by less than 1%.

The transfer function of the circuit in Fig. 5a as defined $G_{par}(s) = (V_{out P}(s) - V_{out N}(s))/V_{AC}(s)$ is given by

$$G_{par}(s) = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{R_{th P}(C_{PP} + C_{NP})s + 1}{R_{th P}(C_{PP} + C_{NP})s + 1 + R_{th N}(C_{NN} - C_{PN})s + 1} \right)$$

Note that the probe’s resistance $R_P$ is 100 $M\Omega$ and it is ignored in (6). Also, the probe’s capacitance $C_P$ is 25 $pF$, which at 1 MHz has an imaginary impedance of about 6 $k\Omega$. This is about 15 times larger than $R_{th P}$ and $R_{th N}$, and, since the frequency range is up to 1 MHz capacitance $C_P$ can be safely ignored as well.

Transfer function $G_{par}(s)$ is derived numerically based on equation (6), and, experimentally based on the setup in Fig. 5a. Both results appear in Fig. 6.

The experiment was performed at an ambient temperature of 22°C ± 1°C. The graph in Fig. 6 suggests that the model is in satisfactory agreement with experimental data. The linear error between the measured data and the model-based calculations is less than 6% in the range of 30 kHz to 1 MHz. At frequencies below 30 kHz, the error is higher due to the measuring equipment limitations. Note that $G_{par}(s)$ is a high pass filter resulting in very low output amplitude at low frequencies.

1) Case 1: Without Bridge Bias: Following the schematic in Fig. 5a, the bridge is unbiased and therefore the Ohmic resistances $R_1$, $R_2$, $R_3$ and $R_4$ of the sensing elements are as in the schematics in Figs. 4a-d, given in Tables I and II. Accurately predicting the output voltage $V_{out} - V_{out N}$ with the derived capacitor values is the first step for validating our model and component value derivation process.

The first term, $G_{par}(s)$, given by equation (6), captures the contribution of the input differential voltage $V_{AC}$ to the voltage difference between $V_{out P}$ and $V_{out N}$ via the direct parasitic signal path of $C_{PP}$, $C_{PN}$, $C_{NP}$ and $C_{NN}$. The second one, $G_{sens}(s)$ captures the sensing elements’ resistance variation due to the magnetic field generated by the current passing through the offset coil when it is excited by $V_{AC}$. Finally, multiplier $\delta = \pm 1$ depends on whether the sensor is in the Set (+1) or the Reset (−1) state.

To derive $G_{sens}(s)$ in (7) we start from (2) and express the resistances of the sensing elements as $R_{i,d} = R_0 - r \cdot H_y$ and $R_{2,3} = R_0 + r \cdot H_y$, respectively. Recall that the two pairs are influenced in opposite way by the magnetic field and their variations are small due to assumed small $V_{AC}$ amplitude, justifying a linear approximation.

Furthermore, the magnetic field can be expressed as $H_y = \alpha \cdot I$, for some conversion factor $\alpha$ (in Tesla / Ampere), where $I = V_{AC}/(R_{offset} + s \cdot L_{offset})$ is the current through the offset coil due to $V_{AC}$.

Making the approximation $C_{PP} + C_{NP} \approx C_{NN} + C_{PN}$ based on the values in Table II (37.8 $pF$ Vs. 35.9 $pF$), and,
setting \( C_T = C_{PP} + C_{NN} + C_{NP} + C_{PN} \), the transfer function \( G_{sens}(s) \) is expressed as

\[
G_{sens}(s) = \frac{4\alpha \cdot r \cdot V_B}{R_0 (s \cdot R_0 C_T + 4) (R_{offset} + s \cdot L_{offset})}
\]  
(8)

Note that the probe impedances \((R_p/C_P)\) in Fig. 5b are ignored as they are not part of the sensor’s model.

As expected, \( G_{par}(s) \) in (6) is a high-pass transfer function with \( G_{par}(0) = 0 \). Also \( G_{sens}(s) \) is a 2nd order low-pass transfer function with \( G_{sens}(0) = \alpha \cdot r \cdot V_B / (R_0 \cdot R_{offset}) \).

To evaluate the impact of the parasitic path \( G_{par}(s) \), it is convenient to examine the total transfer function normalized at zero frequency for the Set and Reset states of the bridge, i.e.,

\[
\hat{G}_{SET}(s) = \frac{G(s)}{G(0)} \bigg|_{s=+1} = \frac{G_{par}(s)}{G_{sens}(s)} + \frac{G_{sens}(s)}{G_{sens}(0)}
\]

\[
\hat{G}_{RESET}(s) = \frac{G(s)}{G(0)} \bigg|_{s=-1} = \frac{G_{par}(s)}{G_{sens}(s)} - \frac{G_{sens}(s)}{G_{sens}(0)}
\]  
(9)

The transfer functions \( \hat{G}_{SET}(s) \) and \( \hat{G}_{RESET}(s) \) are calculated analytically via (9) using the derived component values in Tables I and II. They are also measured experimentally using the setup in Fig. 5b.

Note that the impedances to ground of the low-frequency probe, used up to 1 MHz, where 25 pF/100 MΩ. Also, the differential impedance of the high-frequency probe, used between 1 MHz and 10 MHz, was 4 pF/15 kΩ. In both cases, the impedances are significantly larger than \( R_{hp} \) and \( R_{hp'} \), and can be ignored for the purposes of this work.

The amplitude and phase of both \( \hat{G}_{SET}(s) \) and \( \hat{G}_{RESET}(s) \) appear in Fig. 7. In the experimental setup we used \( V_B = 5V \) for biasing the bridge and the ambient temperature was 22°C±1°C. To get the experimental value of \( G(0) \) the offset voltage of the setup was measured and subtracted.

Note that in low frequencies \( \hat{G}_{SET}(s) \) and \( \hat{G}_{RESET}(s) \) in (9) are close to one and so \( G_{sens}(s) \) is the dominant part of \( G(s) \) in (7). In higher frequencies, the effects of parasitic capacitors dominate \( G(s) \).

In both Set and Reset states, the percentile amplitude error of \( \hat{G}_{SET}(s) \) and \( \hat{G}_{RESET}(s) \), between the model and the measurements is less than 6% and the percentile phase error is less than 7%, over the whole measured frequency range.

Note that since the sensor bridge is biased, it is highly sensitive to the magnetic field generated by external sources (e.g. EMI from measuring equipment, fluorescent lights etc.). Therefore, the measurement is sensitive and very susceptible to errors due to external interference. Ideally, it has to be done within a magnetic field shield (Gauss chamber). Moreover, the amplitude of \( V_{AC} \) must be small to avoid exciting nonlinear behavior and introduction of higher order harmonics.

The relatively small error in the amplitude and the phase indicates that the proposed high-frequency equivalent circuit model of the AMR sensor in Fig. 3 and the estimated component values are satisfactory for most applications.

**IV. DERIVATION OF SELF AND MUTUAL INDUCTANCE**

The offset and the S/R coils, which are coupled with the hard-magnetic axis and the easy-magnetic axis of the sens-
impedances \(Z_{AB}\) and \(Z_{AC}\).

Parasitic capacitors \(C_{PP}, C_{PN}, C_{NN}, C_{LPP}, C_{LPN}, C_{LN}\) and \(C_{LNN}\), the excitation frequency of the LCR meter was 1 kHz. At 1 kHz, the capacitors impedance magnitude is larger than 5 \(\text{M}\Omega\) (Section III-A, Table II & Table III), and therefore they can be safely ignored. The measured values of \(L_{\text{offset}}, R_{\text{offset}}, L_{SR}/2\) and \(R_{SR}/2\) are given in Table IV.

One way to derive the mutual inductance \(M\) and the coupling coefficient \(k\) in a lossy transformer is by measuring impedances \(Z_{AD}\) and \(Z_{AC}\) as illustrated in Fig. 8.

Since \(Z_{AD}(s) = (L_{\text{offset}} + L_{SR}/2 + 2M) \cdot s + R_{\text{offset}} + R_{SR}/2\)
and \(Z_{AC}(s) = (L_{\text{offset}} + L_{SR}/2 - 2M) \cdot s + R_{\text{offset}} + R_{SR}/2\)

(10)

the mutual inductance is given by \(M = (L_{AD} - L_{AC})/4\), where \(L_{AD} = L_{\text{offset}} + L_{SR}/2 + 2M\) and \(L_{AC} = L_{\text{offset}} + L_{SR}/2 - 2M\) are measured with the LCR meter. Again the excitation frequency of the LCR meter was set to 1 kHz to avoid any impact of the parasitic capacitances \(C_{PP}, C_{PN}, C_{NN}, C_{LPN}, C_{LN}\) and \(C_{LNN}\). Finally, the coupling coefficient is derived using \(k = M/\sqrt{L_{\text{offset}} \cdot L_{SR}}\).

The measurements give \(L_{AD} = 234\text{mH}\) and \(L_{AC} = 207\text{mH}\). All component values of transformers are given in Table IV. All measurements were conducted at ambient temperature of 21°C±1°C.

B. S/R to Offset Coil Voltage Transfer Function

A way to capture the impact of the S/R pulses on the offset coil is by deriving the voltage transfer function from the first to the second one, i.e. \(G_C(s) \triangleq (V_{\text{offsetP}}(s) - V_{\text{offsetN}}(s))/V_{AC}(s)\) as shown in Fig. 9. Note that in the frequency range we consider, the resistance of the bridge is very small compared to the impedance of the capacitors \(C_{PP}, C_{PN}, C_{NN}\) and \(C_{LN}\). Therefore, the capacitors can be assumed to be grounded at the bridge’s side.

With this assumption we have that

\[
G_C(s) = \frac{1}{2} \frac{A_3 \cdot s^3 + A_2 \cdot s^2 + A_1 \cdot s + A_0}{B_3 \cdot s^3 + B_2 \cdot s^2 + B_1 \cdot s + B_0}
\]

(11)

where

\[
A_3 = X (C_A + 2C_{LA})
\]
\[
A_2 = Y (C_A + 2C_{LA})
\]
\[
A_1 = (C_A + 2C_{LA}) R_{\text{offset}} \cdot R_{SR}/2 + 2M \cdot C_{TT}
\]
\[
A_0 = 0
\]
\[
B_3 = C_D \cdot X
\]
\[
B_2 = C_D \cdot Y
\]
\[
B_1 = C_D \cdot R_{\text{offset}} \cdot R_{SR}/2 + C_{TT} \cdot L_{SR}/2
\]
\[
B_0 = R_{SR}/2 \cdot C_{TT}
\]
and

\[
C_{TT} = C_{BP} + C_{BN} + C_{LPP} + C_{LPN} + C_{LN} + C_{LNN}
\]
\[
C_A = (C_{LPP} - C_{LPN}) C_{BN} + (C_{LNN} - C_{LPN}) C_{BP}
\]
\[
C_{BP} = C_{PN} + C_{PP}
\]
\[
C_{BN} = C_{NP} + C_{NN}
\]
\[
C_D = (C_{LPP} + C_{LPN} + C_{BP})(C_{LNN} + C_{LPP} + C_{BP})
\]
\[
C_{LA} = (C_{LPP} + C_{LPN} + C_{BN})(C_{LNN} + C_{LPP} + C_{BP})
\]
as well as

\[
X = L_{SR}/2 \cdot R_{\text{offset}} - M^2
\]
\[
Y = L_{SR}/2 \cdot R_{\text{offset}} + R_{SR}/2 \cdot L_{\text{offset}}
\]

C. Self and Mutual Inductance Model Verification

To verify the accuracy of the derived self and mutual inductance values, the transfer function \(G_C(s)\) was estimated via (11) and was compared to measured values. To this end,
Also, the direct contribution of \( V_{\text{off set}} \), following the schematic in Fig. 9, a sinusoidal \( V_{\text{AC}} \) of fixed amplitude, and frequency ranging from 10kHz to 1 MHz, was applied differentially between \( V_{\text{S/R P}} \) and \( V_{\text{S/R N}} \), and, the voltage between \( V_{\text{offset P}} \) and \( V_{\text{offset N}} \) was measured as shown in Fig. 9.

The results are shown in Fig. 10 indicating an error of \(|G_C(s)|\), of about 7% from 20 kHz to 1 MHz. Below 20 kHz there is a significant error due to the limited sensitivity of the instruments. All measurements were performed at ambient temperature 21°C±1°C.

The results suggest that feedthrough is present from the Set/Reset coil to the offset coil and becomes significant with frequency increasing. Therefore, S/R pulsing may induce current to the offset coil, especially when the last one is connected to a low output-impedance driver. This may have significant impact on the measurement quality in closed-loop architectures if the loop operates continuously.

V. SYSTEM DIAGRAM OF THE AMR SENSOR

A system block diagram of the AMR sensor, in typical sensing operation, based on the high-frequency model of Fig. 3, is shown in Fig. 11.

Suppose that the sensor is exposed to an external magnetic field \( H_y \), and a voltage \( V_{\text{offset P}} - V_{\text{offset N}} \) is applied to the offset coil. Then, the output voltage, \( V_{\text{out}} \), is given by

\[
V_{\text{out}} = V_{\text{out P}} - V_{\text{out N}}. \tag{1}
\]

of the sensor (without load) is the sum of three terms:

1) The internal DC offset voltage of the bridge, i.e.,

\[
V_{\text{Broff}} = \left( \frac{R_2}{R_1 + R_2} - \frac{R_4}{R_3 + R_4} \right) H_y \cdot V_B. \tag{2}
\]

2) The voltage contribution of \( V_{\text{offset}} \) to the output due to the parasitic capacitive coupling between \( V_{\text{offset}} \) and \( V_{\text{out}} \), captured by \( G_{\text{par}}(s) \) in (6).

3) The response of the bridge to the total magnetic field, which is the sum of \( H_y \) and that generated by the offset coil due to \( V_{\text{offset}} \). The contribution of the (possibly time-variant) external magnetic field \( H_y \) equals \( G_{\text{MAG}}(s) \) \( H_y(s) \) where, from Section III.B.2 and (2), it is

\[
G_{\text{MAG}}(s) = \frac{4\pi \cdot V_B}{R_0(s \cdot R_0 C_T + 4)}. \tag{3}
\]

Also, the direct contribution of \( V_{\text{offset}} \) to the output voltage, through the internal magnetic field generation by the offset coil, is \( \delta \cdot G_{\text{sens}}(s) \cdot V_{\text{offset}}(s) \), where \( G_{\text{sens}}(s) \) is given in (8). It is convenient to write \( \delta \cdot G_{\text{sens}}(s) \cdot V_{\text{offset}}(s) = G_{\text{FB}}(s) \cdot G_{\text{MAG}}(s) \) where \( G_{\text{FB}}(s) = \frac{G_{\text{MAG}}(s)}{\alpha R_{\text{offset}} + L_{\text{offset}}} \) and \( \alpha \) is the current-to-magnetic field conversion factor defined in Section III.B.2.

In the above analysis it has been assumed that \( V_{\text{offset}} \) is set by a differential voltage source, as before, and that the S/R coil is floating during the sensing operation. Note that the current injected to the floating S/R coil by \( V_{\text{offset}} \), via parasitic capacitors \( C_{LPP}, C_{LPN}, C_{LPN} \) and \( C_{LNN} \), is negligible with respect to the current of the offset coil for frequencies up to 1 MHz (since the impedance of \( C_{LP} \) and \( C_{LN} \) is orders of magnitude higher than that of \( L_{\text{offset}} \) and \( R_{\text{offset}} \)).

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work we introduced a high-frequency equivalent circuit model for the planar on-chip AMR sensor HMC100X capturing the main capacitive and inductive parasitic elements. Using the model, the transfer function from the offset coil voltage to the output of the sensor, via the parasitic capacitative coupling path, has been derived and verified experimentally. The model was also used to derive the transfer function from the S/R coil voltage to the offset coil voltage, capturing the parasitic signals introduced indirectly to the measurements by the S/R pulses, which has also been verified experimentally. Finally, a system diagram of the AMR sensor was introduced which can be used in high level system analysis.

The introduced model can be used as a design and analysis tool in both open- and closed-loop architectures. It can help deriving the sensor system’s transfer function and verifying stable operation in the closed-loop cases. Finally, it can be used as a guideline in deriving high-frequency equivalent models for other AMR sensors with offset and S/R coils.
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